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TAXES 
 
House Ways and Means Committee Holds 
Markup on Several Tax Extender Bills; 
House Schedules Vote on Permanent 
Extension of Research and Development 
Tax Credit Next Week 
 
Key Points: 
 House schedules vote on permanent extension 

of Research and Development Tax Credit next 
week. 

 House Committee on Ways and Means holds 
markup and favorably reports six tax 
extender provisions. 
 

This week, the House Committee on Ways and 
Means held a markup to consider several tax 
extender bills included in Chairman Dave 
Camp’s (R-MI) Comprehensive Discussion 
Draft proposal and reported all of the tax bills 
favorably.  Subsequently, House Majority 
Leader Cantor (R-VA) confirmed the House 
will hold a vote next week on permanent 
extension of one of the measures considered: 
the Research and Development Tax Credit.  
 
During the markup there were a total of six tax 
extender bills considered and each make 
permanent the provision in question, and some 
include modifications/enhancements as well.   
 

This Week in Congress 
 House –The House passed the “Restoring Proven Financing for American 

Employers Act” (H.R. 4167) to amend the Volcker Rule to exclude certain debt 
securities of collateralized loan obligations from the prohibition against acquiring or 
retaining an ownership interest in a hedge fund or private equity fund; the “FY 2015 
Military Construction and Veterans Affairs and Related Agencies Appropriations 
Act” (H.R. 4486); and the “FY 2015 Legislative Branch Appropriations Act” (H.R. 
4487).  

 Senate – The Senate rejected the motion to close further debate on the motion to 
proceed to consideration of the “Minimum Wage Fairness Act” (S. 2223) by a vote 
of 52-42; and began consideration of the motion to proceed to consideration of the 
“Energy Savings and Industrial Competitiveness Act” (S. 2262) to promote energy 
savings in residential buildings and industry. 

 
Next Week in Congress 
 House – The House is expected to consider the “Money Remittances Improvement 

Act of 2014” (H.R. 4386); the “CFPB Rural Designation Petition and Correction 
Act” (H.R. 2672); the “Credit Union Share Fund Insurance Parity Act” (H.R. 
3468); and the “Capital Access for Small Community Financial Institutions Act of 
2013” (H.R. 3584) under suspension of the rules. The House may consider the 
“Success and Opportunity through Quality Charter Schools Act” (H.R. 10) 
pursuant to a rule.  

 Senate –The Senate will vote on cloture on the motion to proceed to the “Energy 
Savings and Industrial Competitiveness Act” (S. 2262).  
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The following tax extenders bills were 
considered: 
 H.R. 4438 related to the research credit 

was favorably reported by a roll call 
vote of 22-12. 

 H.R. 4453 related to built-in gains of S 
corporations was favorably reported by 
a roll call vote of 21-13. 

 H.R. 4454 related to basis adjustments 
to stock of S corporations making 
charitable contributions of property 
was favorably reported by a roll call 
vote of 21-14. 

 H.R. 4457 related to section 179 
expensing limits was favorably reported 
by a roll call vote of 21-14. 

 H.R. 4429 related to the subpart F 
exception for active financing income 
was favorably reported by a roll call 
vote of 21-14. 

 H.R. 4464 related to CFC look-through 
rules was favorably reported by a roll 
call vote of 22-14. 

 
Along with a hearing held April 8, the markup 
was the Committee’s first move toward 
addressing tax extenders that expired at the end 
of 2013, however Chairman Camp suggested 
there would be other tax extenders added and 
that possible additional markups would be held 
in the future.  During the markup, Committee 
Democrats argued that passing permanent 
extensions of these provisions without revenue 
offsets is irresponsible; though they expressed 
support for the extenders provisions 
themselves.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Senate Leader Reid Plans to Take Up Tax 
Extenders Package Next Week, Hurdles 
Remain However 
 
Key Points: 
 After plans to take up tax extenders this 

week were delayed, Senate Majority Leader 
Harry Reid (D-NV) is expected to take up 
the tax extenders package on Senate floor next 
week. 

 Unless an agreement on amendments in 
reached, however, the Senate may not clear the 
60 vote threshold to actually consider tax 
extenders next week. 
  

The Senate plans to take up the tax extenders 
package next week.  The package was 
previously approved by the Senate Finance 
Committee, where all but two provisions were 
included in a two-year extension (2014 and 
2015). The most significant challenge to taking 
up the tax extenders bill will be if an agreement 
can be reached on amendments that would be 
allowed, and conversely the bill may not move 
if Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) blocks 
consideration of amendments. Apparently, 
possible amendments that Republicans want to 
have a chance to consider include: a binding 
measure dealing with Keystone XL pipeline; 
repeal of the medical device tax; and potential 
amendments on Obamacare.  Note that 
agreement would first have to be made on 
amendments and if such agreement can actually 
be reached, floor consideration seems likely, 
but without such an agreement the bill may not 
pass the Senate.   
 
If passed in the Senate, the tax extender 
package would still face hurdles in the House 
where Chairman Camp (R-MI) has taken a 
different approach to tax extenders altogether. 
 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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Administration Unveils Four Year Highway 
Transit Reauthorization “Funded” by 
Corporate Tax Code Changes  
 
This week, Transportation Secretary Anthony 
Foxx unveiled the Administration’s highway 
and transit reauthorization program which 
relies on the corporate tax code for roughly 
half of its funding. The proposal would provide 
$302 billion for a four-year reauthorization of 
surface transportation programs, which would 
expand tolling programs and boost the 
Highway Trust Fund through changes to the 
corporate tax code; however these tax changes 
were not specified in the proposal.  Current 
funding for highway transit programs expires at 
the end of September though reports indicate 
that funding may run out in August.  
 
In response, Senator Tom Carper (D-DE), a 
key lawmaker helping to craft the highway and 
transit reauthorization plan said it is becoming 
more likely that Congress will have to enact a 
short-term funding patch to keep the Highway 
Trust Fund solvent through September. Carper 
added that it is too soon to rule out corporate 
tax changes as a long-term funding mechanism 
but cautioned that other funding options would 
likely be needed. 
 
Recall that the President addressed his plans to 
use the corporate tax code to offset increases in 
highway transit funding in his State of the 
Union Address as well as his FY 2015 Budget 
Proposal. The proposal would significantly 
increase funding for highway, transit and rail 
programs over the next four years.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Senate Finance Committee Holds Hearing 
on Trade Promotion Authority 
 
Key Points: 
 The Senate Finance Committee holds a 

hearing on Trade Promotion Authority where 
Chairman Ron Wyden (D-OR) expresses 
desire to create a “fast track” negotiating bill 
that reforms public review requirements and 
transparency. 

 
This week, the Senate Finance Committee held 
a hearing entitled “President Obama’s 2014 
Trade Policy Agenda,” which addressed a 
number of issues affecting the ongoing Trans-
Pacific Partnership (TPP) and Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) 
negotiations.  During the hearing, Chairman 
Wyden (D-OR) emphasized the need for the 
public to be able to review trade agreements 
before they are signed into law and suggested 
that the Office of the U.S. Trade 
Representative appoint a transparency officer 
to address this concern.  Further, Wyden 
expressed his intent to outline his plan for 
“smart-track” trade promotion authority 
(TPA). Further, the Chairman expressed that 
his bill will include provisions that go beyond 
the pending TPA bill, the Bipartisan 
Congressional Trade Priorities Act introduced 
by former Senate Finance Committee 
Chairman Max Baucus (D-MT), Ranking 
Member Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and House 
Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave 
Camp (R-MI).   
 
Recall that in January, Wyden made it clear that 
he is seeking stricter provisions in TPA on 
digital trade, currency manipulation by trade 
partners, and ensuring stronger labor and 
environmental provisions. 
 
 
 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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Upcoming Hearings and Events 
 
May 6 
Highway and Transit Funding: The Senate 
Finance Committee will hold a hearing titled 
“New Routes for Funding and Financing 
Highways and Transit.” Scheduled witnesses 
include: Joseph Kile, Assistant Director, 
Microeconomic Studies Division, 
Congressional Budget Office; Aubrey Layne, 
Virginia State Secretary of Transportation; 
Jayan Dhru, Managing Director, Corporate and 
Infrastructure Ratings, Standard and Poor’s 
Ratings Services; Samara Barend, Senior Vice 
President and P3 development director, 
AECOM Capital; and Chris Edwards, Director, 
Tax Policy Studies, Cato Institute. 
 
May 7 
IRS Operations and 2014 Tax Season:  The 
House Ways and Means Committee’s 
Subcommittee on Oversight will hold a hearing 
on Internal Revenue Service operations and the 
2014 tax return filing season. IRS 
Commissioner John Koskinen is scheduled to 
testify.   
 
Economic Outlook: The Joint Economic 
Committee will hold a full Committee hearing 
to examine the current economic outlook. 
Scheduled witnesses include: Janet Yellen, 
Federal Reserve Chairwoman. 
 
For more information about tax issues you may email 
or call Christopher Hatcher at 202-659-8201.  Tess 
Illos contributed to this report.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FINANCIAL SERVICES 
 
House Committee Examines SEC Budget, 
Agenda 
 
Key Point: 
 SEC Chair Mary Jo White testifies before a 

House Financial Services Committee hearing 
on the SEC’s proposed budget, agenda and 
operations. Members focused on a wide range 
of issues before the Commission.  

 
On April 29, the House Financial Services 
Committee held a hearing entitled “Oversight 
of the SEC’s Agenda, Operations and FY 2015 
Budget Request.” Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) Chair Mary Jo White 
testified, and Members of the Committee 
inquired about a wide range of issues, including 
the Office of Financial Research (OFR) asset 
management study, uniform fiduciary duty for 
investment advisers and broker-dealers, and 
high frequency trading and market structure 
issues.  
 
Among the issues discussed: 
 Asset Managers: Representative Mick 

Mulvaney (R-SC) said the FSOC is 
considering whether to designate asset 
managers as SIFIs. He suggested that 
the business models of asset managers 
make them less likely to pose a systemic 
risk than banking entities. White said 
asset managers use an agency model 
and that the FSOC will take the 
different business models into 
consideration.  Committee Chairman 
Jeb Hensarling (R-TX) suggested that 
the FSOC designation process has been 
opaque, and he asked if asset managers 
differ from traditional banks. Chair 
White responded that a fundamental 
difference is that asset managers are 
agents who manage other’s money. She 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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agreed that differences in the 
businesses much be distinguished when 
looking at systemic risk. 

 Money Market Funds: Representative 
Randy Hultgren (R-IL) expressed 
concern over the impact the SEC’s 
proposal to float the net asset value 
(NAV) of money market funds (MMFs) 
might have on municipal governments. 
He said municipal MMFs were very 
stable during the crisis, and he asked 
whether the SEC is considering 
including an exemption to the floating 
NAV for municipal MMFs. White said 
the SEC is very focused on this issue. 
She noted that the proposal includes an 
exemption for retail MMFs, but she 
acknowledged it would not completely 
address the issue. White said the SEC is 
proceeding on its money market fund 
proposal independently. She suggested 
that the SEC’s proposal was robust and 
the final rule will be robust. 

 Conflict Minerals: Representative Bill 
Huizenga (R-MI) asked about the 
SEC’s plans for the conflict minerals 
rule under Section 1502 of the Dodd-
Frank Act. White noted the DC Circuit 
upheld the vast majority of the rule but 
invalidated the non-Democratic 
Republic of the Congo (DRC) 
disclosure. She stated the intention is 
for the SEC Division of Corporation 
Finance to issue some guidance and 
reporting entities will be required to 
report on those portions of the rule 
upheld. She stated those disclosures 
overturned by the court would not be 
required. White stated the court went 
out of its way to uphold most of the 
rule. She suggested there may be things 
moving forward which impact the 
invalidated portion of the rule.  

 Volcker Rule/CLOs: Representative 
Nydia Velazquez (D-NY) stated the 
final Volcker Rule provided several 
exemptions yet some are asking for 
further relief. She asked what risks the 
CLOs not included in the exemption 
pose. White stated the SEC will 
continue to look at this issue.  

 Fiduciary Duty: Representative Gary 
Peters (D-MI) stated that any new 
framework for investment advisers 
should be carefully crafted to protect 
investors, while not preventing access 
to advice. He stressed the need for the 
SEC to harmonize their regulations 
with other regulators, such as the 
Department of Labor. White noted that 
she has “increased the SEC’s providing 
of expertise” to the Department of 
Labor, adding she understands the need 
for consistency. Peters asked if the SEC 
is studying the impact of having 
different requirements between the 
SEC and the Department of Labor. 
White said the SEC is examining this 
issue, but is not conducting a formal 
study on it.  

 Equity Market Structure:  
o Representative Scott Garrett 

(R-NJ) applauded the SEC’s 
review of equity markets and 
the data driven process they 
have undertaken. He stated it is 
critical that the agency not 
adopt “half-baked” changes in 
response to media hype. Garrett 
explained that the Committee 
has approached this issue by 
holding hearings and 
conducting roundtables. He 
also asked whether the markets 
are “rigged”. White responded 
that the markets are not rigged, 
but are the strongest in the 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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world. She noted a priority of 
the SEC is to improve market 
quality. 

o Representative Denny Heck 
(D-WA) asked whether the 
small investor is at a 
competitive disadvantage in this 
market. White stated market 
metrics that most agree with 
suggest that individual retail 
investors benefit from the 
current market structure but she 
suggested that there may be 
other things the SEC might do 
to increase market quality even 
further for the individual retail 
investor. 

o Representative Stephen Lynch 
(D-MA) raised concerns about 
high frequency trading (HFT), 
suggesting problems related to 
maintaining positions for very 
short periods. He also noted the 
order protection rule could be 
contributing to fragmented 
markets. White stated the SEC 
is looking at everything and will 
respond appropriately when it 
completes its review. Lynch 
asked about co-location and 
maker-taker activity and how 
fast traders can trade across 
markets and what is going on in 
dark pools. He raised concern 
that investors are being taken 
advantage of in dark pools. He 
asked whether these trades are 
being made at an optimum level 
for investors. White added that 
there is no question that the 
SEC is looking at dark pools, 
including on the enforcement 
side. She noted there are 
different views on maker taker 

and the SEC has brought civil 
cases in this area, notably 
concerning front running cases.  

 
House Panel Looks at Technology and 
Financial Literacy 
 
Key Point: 
 House panel looks at federal and private 

programs aimed at promoting financial literacy.  
 

On April 30 the House Financial Services 
Committee’s Subcommittee on Financial 
Institutions and Consumer Credit held a 
hearing entitled “Examining How Technology 
Can Promote Consumer Financial Literacy.” 
The hearing focused on federal programs to 
promote financial literacy; financial literacy in 
schools; private market products to promote 
financial literacy; technology use to promote 
financial literacy; and how consumers are 
protected when using mobile devices for 
financial assistance. Chairman Shelley Moore 
Capito (R-WV) suggested federal and private 
market programs are helping people make 
better financial decisions and she noted the 
importance of using mobile phones to further 
this goal. Ranking Member Gregory Meeks (D-
NY) stated by the time most children finish 
middle school there is confidence they are tech 
savvy but by the time they graduate from 
colleges there is little confidence they have the 
financial skills to function as adults.  
 
House Panel Considers Capital Formation 
Legislation 
 
Key Points: 
 House panel considers three bills aimed at 

promoting capital formation for small and 
emerging companies. 

 Chairman Scott Garrett (R-NJ) suggests the 
SEC “went beyond Congressional mandates” 
while conducting JOBS Act rulemakings 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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resulting in additional burdens on small 
businesses.   

 
On May 1, the House Financial Services 
Committee’s Subcommittee on Capital 
Formation and Government Sponsored 
Enterprises held a hearing entitled “Legislative 
Proposals to Enhance Capital Formation for 
Small and Emerging Growth Companies- Part 
II.” The hearing focused on three discussion 
draft bills aimed at enhancing capital formation 
for small and emerging companies. These 
included: (1) a bill to direct the Securities and 
Exchange Commission to revise its proposed 
amendments to Regulation D, Form D, and 
Rule 156;  (2) the “Startup Capital 
Modernization Act of 2014”, which increases 
the maximum single public offering under 
Regulation A to $10 million; and (3) the 
“Equity Crowdfunding Improvement Act of 
2014”, which makes changes to the 
crowdfunding provisions of the JOBS Act. 
 
Chairman Scott Garrett (R-NJ) suggested the 
SEC “went beyond” Congressional directives 
in their JOBS Act rulemakings which resulted 
in unnecessary burdens. Ranking Member 
Carolyn Maloney (D-NY) stated the securities 
markets need an active and informed regulator 
and state regulators play an important role as 
well. She suggested state securities regulators 
are in the best position to provide protections 
for small businesses and provide education to 
small investors.  
 
Senate Banking Committee Approves 
Federal Reserve Nominations 
 
Key Points: 
 Senate Banking Committee approves the 

nomination of Dr. Stanley Fischer to Vice 
Chairman of the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System. The Committee also 
approved the nominations of Jerome Powell 

and Lael Brainard to be Members of the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System. 

 
On April 29, the Senate Banking Committee 
approved the following nominations by voice 
vote: (1) Dr. Stanley Fischer, to be Vice 
Chairman of the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System for a term of four 
years; (2) Jerome H. Powell, to be a Member of 
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System for a term of fourteen years from 
February 1, 2014; and (3) Lael Brainard, to be a 
Member of the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System for a term of fourteen 
years from February 1, 2012; (4) Nani 
Coloretti, to be Deputy Secretary of the 
Department of Housing and Urban 
Development; and (5) J. Mark McWatters, to 
be a Member of the National Credit Union 
Administration Board. The Committee 
approved the nomination of Gustavo 
Velasquez Aguilar, to be an Assistant Secretary 
of the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, by a 13-9 vote. Senator David 
Vitter (R-LA) expressed opposition to the three 
Federal Reserve nominees.  
 
The nominees still have to go through the full 
Senate, and reports indicate that Senate 
Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) hopes the 
Senate will confirm the three Federal Reserve 
nominees before Federal Reserve Board 
Governor Jeremy Stein leaves the Board on 
May 28, which would leave the Board with only 
three of seven seats filled if the nominees are 
not confirmed.  
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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Senate Banking Committee Begins 
Consideration of Housing Finance Reform 
Legislation 
 
Key Point:  
 The Senate Banking Committee met to 

markup of the Housing Finance Reform and 
Taxpayer Protection Act (S. 1217). 
Chairman Tim Johnson (D-SD) stated that 
he would delay consideration of the bill in order 
to allow time to work out additional issues. 

 
On April 29, the Senate Banking Committee 
began a markup of the “Housing Finance 
Reform and Taxpayer Protection Act of 2013” 
(S. 1217). Chairman Tim Johnson (D-SD) in a 
statement noted that while the bill currently has 
enough support to be approved by the 
Committee, he would delay further action in 
order to allow Committee Members additional 
time for discussions to “build a larger coalition 
supporting the bill.” He did not announce the 
date on which the markup would resume, but 
he suggested it would be soon.  
 
The bill would create a new government 
agency, known as the Federal Mortgage 
Insurance Corporation (FMIC), modeled in 
part after the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC) to provide insurance for 
mortgage backed securities and facilitate the 
single and multifamily mortgage loan market. 
The bill would also aim to wind down Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac within five years, but 
allow for an extension of these government-
sponsored enterprises (GSEs) to prevent 
market disruptions. It would create a Mortgage 
Insurance Fund to insure the payment of 
principal and interest of FMIC-backed 
securities. 
 
 

Senate Special Aging Committee Holds 
Hearing on Fraud in the Precious Metals 
Market 
 
Key Points: 
 Chairman Bill Nelson (D-FL) stated that he 

would need to discuss fraud in the precious 
metals market with Timothy Massad before 
allowing his nomination to serve as Chairman 
of the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTC) to go forward in the 
Senate. 

 Senator Claire McCaskill (D-MO) 
encouraged the regulators to be more aggressive 
in referring cases to state prosecutors. 

 
On April 30, the Senate Special Committee on 
Aging held a hearing entitled “Exploring the 
Perils of the Precious Metals Market.” 
Chairman Bill Nelson (D-FL) stated that 
Americans have lost more than $300 million to 
precious metals schemes and that the 
Committee is looking at the bad practices in 
the precious metals market, such as large fees 
and commissions, “bait and switch” practices, 
high pressure sales tactics, and fraud. He also 
stated that he would need to discuss the issue 
of fraud in the precious metals market with 
Timothy Massad before allowing his 
nomination to serve as Chairman of the CFTC 
to go forward. Senator Claire McCaskill (D-
MO) urged the Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) and the CFTC to be more aggressive in 
referring precious metals cases to state 
prosecutors. She suggested that federal agencies 
tend to act slowly and bring very few cases, 
while state prosecutors have been more 
vigorous in bringing charges. Ranking Member 
Susan Collins (R-ME) stressed the need for 
more aggressive enforcement in this area.  
 
 
 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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House Approves Legislation Modifying 
Volcker Rule 
 
Key Point: 
 House approves legislation providing for an 

exemption to the Volcker Rule for existing 
collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) issued 
before January 31, 2014. 

 
On April 29, the House approved by voice 
vote, the “Restoring Proven Financing for 
American Employers Act” (H.R. 4167). The 
legislation, introduced by Representative Andy 
Barr (R-KY), would provide an exemption to 
the Volcker Rule for existing collateralized loan 
obligations (CLOs) issued before January 31, 
2014. Financial institutions would have until 
July 21, 2017 to divest their holdings of debt 
securities of CLOs. The bill was approved by 
the House Financial Services Committee on 
March 13, 2014 in a 53 to 3 vote. There is no 
similar legislation in the Senate. 
 
SEC Issues Statements on Conflict 
Minerals Rule 
 
Key Point: 
 SEC issues statements on conflict minerals 

rule in light of the recent court decision; two 
SEC Commissioners call for a stay of the rule 
until the conclusion of the case. 

 
On April 30, the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) Division of Corporation 
Finance Director Keith Higgins issued a 
statement in response to the recent United 
States Court of Appeals decision in National 
Association of Manufacturers, et al. v. SEC, et al., 
No. 13-5252 (D.C. Cir. April 14, 2014) on 
Section 1502 of the Dodd-Frank Act, which 
outlines the assessment and reporting 
requirements for issuers whose products 
contain conflict minerals. The Court of 
Appeals rejected all of the challenges to the rule 

except the First Amendment violations to the 
requirement for companies “to report to the 
Commission and to state on their website that 
any of their products have ‘not been found to 
be DRC conflict free’.” Thus companies are 
required to file their related filing under the rule 
next month. SEC Commissioners Daniel 
Gallagher and Michael Piwowar issued a joint 
statement calling for the entirety of the rule to 
be stayed, and to impose no further regulatory 
obligations, pending the outcome of this 
litigation. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the 
Business Roundtable, and the National 
Association of Manufacturers, the petitioners in 
this case, filed a “motion for stay” on April 29 
with the SEC which urged the SEC to stay 
application of the Conflict Mineral rule, or the 
effective date of the rule’s filing deadline, in 
light of the court decision. The petitioners 
suggested that the portions of the disclosure 
requirements struck down by the court are a 
“central pillar” to the statute and the rule and 
that the SEC’s recent guidance is an 
“inadequate response.” However earlier today, 
the SEC issued an order denying the April 29 
motion filed by the petitioners for a stay of the 
entire rule. Instead, today’s SEC order stayed 
the effective date for compliance with the 
portions of the rule that would require 
statements by issuers that the Court of Appeals 
held would violate the First Amendment. 
Reports have further indicated that petitioners 
would ask the U.S. Court of Appeals to stay the 
effectiveness of the rule.  
 
Upcoming Hearings and Events 
 
May 6 
Ukraine-Russian Relations: The Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee will hold a 
hearing on “Ukraine - Countering Russian 
Intervention and Supporting a Democratic 
State”. Witnesses to testify include: Victoria 
Nuland, Assistant Secretary of State for 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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European and Eurasian Affairs; Derek Chollet, 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International 
Security Affairs; Daniel Glaser, Assistant 
Secretary for Terrorist Financing, Department 
of Treasury; and Angela Stent, Director, Center 
for Eurasian, Russian and East European 
Studies, Georgetown School of Foreign 
Service. 
 
May 7 
FSOC Open Meeting: The Financial Stability 
Oversight Council (FSOC) will hold an open 
meeting.  

Job Creation: The Senate Banking 
Committee’s Subcommittee on Economic 
Policy will hold a hearing entitled: “Drivers of 
Job Creation”. Witnesses to testify include: 
Jennifer Erickson, Director of Competitiveness 
and Economic Growth, Center for American 
Progress; Derek Smith, CEO, Clean Energy 
Works Oregon; Emil Frankel, Visiting Scholar, 
Bipartisan Policy Center; and Dr. Robert Dietz, 
Vice President for Tax and Market Analysis, 
National Association of Home Builders. 

Farm Bill Implementation: The Senate 
Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry Committee 
will hold a hearing on implementing the 2014 
farm bill. Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack is 
to testify.  
 
May 8 
International Financial System: The House 
Financial Services Committee will hold a 
hearing entitled, “The Annual Testimony of the 
Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the 
International Financial System.” Secretary of 
the Treasury Jacob Lew will testify. 
 
Cyber Threats: The House Homeland 
Security Committee’s Subcommittee on 
Counterterrorism and Intelligence and 
Subcommittee on Cybersecurity, Infrastructure 

Protections, and Security Technologies will 
hold a joint hearing entitled, “Assessing 
Persistent and Emerging Cyber Threats to the 
U.S. Homeland.” 
 
Ukraine and Russia: The House Committee 
on Foreign Affairs will hold a hearing entitled, 
“Russia’s Destabilization of Ukraine.” 
Witnesses will include Victoria Nuland, 
Assistant Secretary of State for European and 
Eurasian Affairs, and Daniel Glaser, Assistant 
Secretary, Department of the Treasury. 
 
May 19 
FSOC Conference on Asset Management: 
The Financial Stability Oversight Council 
(FSOC) will host a conference “on the asset 
management industry and its activities.” The 
program will include several panels, and “will 
focus on an in-depth examination and 
discussion of targeted issues associated with 
asset management” in order to further inform 
the work of the FSOC. 
 
For more information about financial services issues you 
may email or call Joel Oswald at 202-659-8201. Eric 
Robins, Rebecca Konst, and Alex Barcham contributed 
to the articles. 
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ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT  
 
House Energy and Commerce Committee 
Approves LNG Export Bill 
 
Key Points: 
 The House Energy and Commerce Committee 

approved legislation that would expedite the 
Department of Energy’s permitting process for 
LNG exports. 

 The Committee adopted amendments to 
narrow the scope of the legislation, and 
negotiations may lead to further modifications 
of the bill before it reaches the House floor.   

 
On Wednesday, the House Energy and 
Commerce Committee approved, by a 33-18 
vote, the “Domestic Prosperity and Global 
Freedom Act” (H.R. 6). Representative Cory 
Gardner (R-CO) introduced the legislation, 
which is designed to accelerate the Department 
of Energy permit process for liquefied natural 
gas (LNG) exports. It does not change the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s 
(FERC) process for approving LNG export 
facilities.  
 
Before approving the bill, the Energy and 
Commerce Committee adopted: 
 An amendment offered by 

Representative Gardner, which would 
set a deadline for the Department of 
Energy “to issue a decision on any 
application not later than 90 days after 
the later of (1) the end of the comment 
period for such decision; or (2) the 
date of enactment of this Act”; and 

 An amendment offered by 
Representative Gene Green (D-TX) 
that would delete Section 2 of the 
legislation, which would have amended 
the Natural Gas Act to deem all LNG 
exports to World Trade Organization 

member countries to be in the national 
interest. 

 
In his opening statement, Chairman Fred 
Upton (R-MI) said that H.R. 6 is “not just 
smart domestic energy policy that is going to 
help boost our economy…[it will also help] 
many of our allies and trading partners all over 
the world, particularly, I think, in Eastern 
Europe.”  
 
Ranking Member Henry Waxman (D-CA) 
asserted in his opening statement that the 
volumes of LNG “already approved for export 
would transform the United States into the 
world’s second largest exporter of LNG, just 
behind Qatar.” He contended that H.R. 6 
“would short-circuit the established review 
process for pending and future LNG export 
applications.”   
 
During discussion of the amendments, 
Representative Anna Eshoo (D-CA) cited the 
past winter as a reason to proceed with caution 
on LNG exports. She warned that “low 
[natural gas] inventory levels leave consumers 
vulnerable to price spikes.”  
 
Representative Gardner emphasized that the 
bill would support job creation and would send 
a message that “the United States is ready, 
willing and able to help our allies.”   
 
There was also discussion regarding further 
potential modifications to the legislation prior 
to House floor debate. Chairman Upton said 
he looks forward to continuing negotiations 
before the bill goes to the floor. Representative 
Elliot Engel (D-NY) said he could not vote for 
the bill in Committee, but expressed hope that 
“we will continue to work on the 90-day 
timeline” provision.    
 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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During the markup the Committee also 
approved: the “Energy Savings through Public-
Private Partnerships Act” (H.R. 2689); and the 
“Streamlining Energy Efficiency for Schools 
Act of 2014” (H.R. 4092). 
 
Also on Wednesday, Senator Mark Udall (D-
CO) announced that he would introduce a bill 
based on the Energy and Commerce 
Committee-reported version of H.R. 6. In a 
press release he stated that the  “effort to 
expedite natural gas exports to our allies and 
trading partners abroad is far too important to 
get bogged down over technical differences 
between the two chambers.” Udall indicated 
that he would offer the bill as an amendment to 
the energy efficiency legislation scheduled for 
Senate floor consideration next week (See: 
“Energy Efficiency Bill Slated for Initial Floor 
Vote” below).    
 
Oversight and Government Reform 
Committee Discusses LNG Exports 
 
Key Point: 
 The House Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee heard from Energy and State 
Department officials on LNG exports and 
their foreign policy implications.   

 
On April 30, the House Oversight and 
Government Reform Committee’s Energy 
Policy, Health Care and Entitlements 
Subcommittee held a hearing titled “Examining 
the Effect of Liquefied Natural Gas Exports 
on U.S. Foreign Policy”. The Subcommittee 
heard from Christopher Smith, the Department 
of Energy’s Principal Deputy Assistant 
Secretary for the Office of Fossil Energy and 
Amos Hochstein, the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of State for Energy Diplomacy.    
 
In his testimony, Smith discussed the 
Department’s authority to approve LNG 

exports under the Natural Gas Act, as well as 
its past work in reviewing export applications 
and its plans to continue to process pending 
applications. He told the Subcommittee that 
the “Department will continue processing the 
pending non-[Free Trade Agreement] LNG 
export applications on a case-by-case basis, 
following the order of precedence previously 
established and set forth on DOE’s website.”   
 
Representative Tim Walberg (R-MI) asked 
Smith about the criteria the DOE uses to 
determine “public interest”. Smith explained 
that the Natural Gas Act does not give a 
specific definition of “public interest”, but that 
the DOE uses criteria such as job creation, 
energy security and domestic price of natural 
gas, while also allowing for a public comment 
period. Walberg asked how international 
factors are considered in these determinations. 
Smith explained DOE works closely with the 
State Department in making these 
determinations. 
 
Representative Tony Cardenas (D-CA) asked 
about the various approvals needed for LNG 
exports. Smith explained that DOE reviews 
and issues permits for the export of the natural 
gas, while the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission reviews and issues permits for 
export facilities.   
 
In concluding the hearing, Subcommittee 
Chairman Jim Lankford (R-OK) emphasized 
the need for predictability in the DOE review 
process. He noted that “if any of these facilities 
are going to get built we’ve got to get pipelines 
to them.” Lankford also told Smith that “a lot 
of folks around the world are waiting on 
decisions…and a lot of economic development 
in the United States is waiting…pending a 
decision from your office.”    
 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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Energy Efficiency Bill Slated for Initial 
Senate Floor Vote 
 
Key Points: 
 The Senate may begin debate next week on 

bipartisan legislation to encourage building and 
industrial energy efficiency.   

 Whether the Senate can advance the legislation 
will depend on agreement between Democrats 
and Republicans on what amendments will be 
considered during floor debate of the bill.   

 
The Senate is expected to take an initial 
procedural vote early next week on the “Energy 
Savings and Industrial Competitiveness Act of 
2014” (S. 2262). The legislation includes a 
series of provisions to encourage energy 
efficiency, with a focus on buildings and 
manufacturing.     
 
As described in a Congressional Research 
Service summary of the legislation as approved 
by the Senate Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee, the bill: 
 “[E]ncourage[s] and support[s] the 

adoption by states, Indian tribes, and 
local governments of building energy 
codes that meet or exceed the model 
building energy codes; and…support 
full compliance with state and local 
codes.” 

 “Extends the authorization of 
appropriations for updating state 
building energy efficiency codes and 
supporting model building energy 
codes.” 

 “Requires the Secretary to provide 
technical assistance to model code-
setting and standard development 
organizations.” 

 Establishes a grant program for 
“Building Training and Assessment 
Centers”.   

 Directs the Secretary of Energy to 
establish the “Commercial Building 
Energy Efficiency Financing Initiative 
to provide grants to states to establish 
or expand programs to promote the 
financing of energy efficiency retrofit 
projects for private sector and 
commercial buildings.”    

 Requires the Department of Energy to 
establish: a “(1) a sustainable 
manufacturing initiative under which 
the Secretary [of Energy] will conduct 
onsite technical assessments at the 
request of a manufacturer to identify 
opportunities for maximizing the 
energy efficiency of industrial processes 
and cross-cutting systems, preventing 
pollution and minimizing waste, 
improving efficient use of water in 
manufacturing processes, and 
conserving natural resources; and (2) an 
industry-government partnership 
program to research, develop, and 
demonstrate new sustainable 
manufacturing and industrial 
technologies and processes that 
maximize the energy efficiency of 
industrial plants, reduce pollution, and 
conserve natural resources.”    

 Establishes “a rebate program for 
expenditures for the purchase and 
installation of a new constant speed 
electric motor control that reduces 
motor energy use by at least 5%.”    

 Directs additional actions to enhance 
energy efficiency for federal 
government buildings and the use of 
natural gas and electric vehicles by 
federal agencies.   

 
Potential Amendments: 
 
An attempt to bring the bill to the Senate floor 
in September was abandoned as the two parties 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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could not agree on the amendments to the 
legislation that the majority would permit to be 
debated. There has already been disagreement 
between Democrats and Republicans over what 
amendments should be allowed if the Senate 
debates S. 2262 next week. 
 
Amendments could include: 
 Senate Energy and Natural Resources 

Committee Chair Mary Landrieu (D-
LA) and Senator John Hoeven (R-ND) 
are pushing for a vote on legislation to 
address the delayed State Department 
border-crossing permit for the 
Keystone XL Pipeline. It is possible 
that Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid 
(D-NV) may agree to a vote on 
Keystone XL legislation, as a 
standalone measure, separate from S. 
2262. 

 Senator Mark Udall (D-CO) has 
indicated that he will offer his 
legislation to expedite approval of 
liquefied natural gas exports (S. 2274) 
as an amendment to S. 2262.   

 
The Senate is expected to take its initial vote on 
S. 2262 on Monday or Tuesday.      
 
Upcoming Hearings and Events 
 
May 7 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission: The 
House Energy and Commerce Committee’s 
Energy and Power Subcommittee will hold a 
hearing titled “The NRC FY 2015 Budget and 
Policy Issues”. NRC Chair Allison Macfarlane 
and Commissioners Kristine Svinicki, George 
Apostolakis, William Magwood, and William 
Ostendorff are scheduled to testify.    
 
Power Lines on Federal Lands: The House 
Natural Resources Committee will hold a 
hearing titled “Keeping the Lights On and 

Reducing Catastrophic Forest Fire Risk: Proper 
Management of Electricity Rights of Way on 
Federal Lands.”   
 
May 8 
Clean Water Act: The House Transportation 
and Infrastructure Committee’s Water 
Resources and Environment Subcommittee 
will hold a hearing titled “Potential Impacts of 
Proposed Changes to the Clean Water Act 
Jurisdictional Rule”.  
 
May 14 
Endangered Species Act: The House Natural 
Resources Committee will hold a field hearing 
in Batesville, Arkansas titled “Protecting the 
Rights of Property Owners: Proposed Federal 
Critical Habitat Designations Gone Wild”.    
 
May 20 
DOE Methane Roundtable: The Department 
of Energy will hold a “Methane Stakeholder 
Roundtable” with “Academics, Non-
Governmental Organizations, and 
Environmental Groups”. The roundtables are 
intended to “identify and highlight best 
practices, technology solutions, and policies for 
securing reductions in methane emissions from 
its midstream and downstream segments.”  
 
June 11 
DOE Methane Roundtable: The Department 
of Energy will hold a “Methane Stakeholder 
Roundtable” with natural gas companies. The 
roundtables are intended to “identify and 
highlight best practices, technology solutions, 
and policies for securing reductions in methane 
emissions from its midstream and downstream 
segments.”  
 
July 14 and 15 
EIA Energy Conference: The Energy 
Information Administration (EIA) will hold its 
annual Energy Conference. Planned session 
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topics include: “U.S. Petroleum Exports”; 
“Logistical Issues in North American Liquid 
Flows”; and “Tight Oil Production Trends”.  
  
For more information about energy and environment 
issues you may email or call Frank Vlossak at 202-
659-8201. Lucas Rogers contributed to this report. 
Updates on energy and environment issues are available 
during the week on twitter. 
 
HEALTH 
 
House Panel Holds Hearing on Medicare 
Fraud 
 
Key Points: 
 Hearing explored ways to combat Medicare 

fraud and reduce the amount of money lost 
from fraud and improper payments. 

 Members discussed several bills that have been 
introduced to address Medicare fraud and 
abuse. 

 
On April 30, the House Ways and Means 
Committee’s Health Subcommittee convened a 
hearing entitled “Ideas to Improve Medicare 
Oversight to Reduce Waste, Fraud and Abuse.” 
The Subcommittee focused on the continued 
efforts of the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS) to transition to a 
proactive prevention model where fraud is 
stopped prior to an improper payment being 
made. Many Committee members expressed 
their continued frustration that CMS continues 
to require a beneficiary’s Social Security 
number on the Medicare identification card.  
 
Subcommittee Chairman Kevin Brady (R-TX) 
stated that $50 billion is lost in improper 
Medicare payments each year according to the 
Department of Health and Human Services’ 
(HHS) Office of the Inspector General (OIG). 
He stressed that the OIG has evidence that 
Medicare has paid for services to those who are 

deceased, in prison, or not entitled for benefits. 
He said the Medicare Strike Force, established 
in 2007, has changed the CMS’s approach to 
preventing fraud and wasteful spending, and 
that CMS has used its authority to impose a 
temporary moratorium on the enrollment of 
certain providers in high-risk areas. He 
emphasized that more needs to be done to 
move away from a “pay and chase” mentality. 
He expressed support for legislation that would 
remove an individual’s Social Security number 
from their Medicare identification card.  
 
Subcommittee Ranking Member Jim 
McDermott (D-WA) stated that, through the 
efforts of the Attorney General and HHS, in 
conjunction with the Health Care Fraud 
Prevention and Enforcement Action Team 
(HEAT), CMS has been able to recoup more 
than $4 billion each year since 2011 for 
fraudulent and improper payments. He said the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) has given 
regulators new powers to prevent fraud, 
including expanded payment suspension 
authority and the requirements to effectively 
police who gets into the Medicare program. He 
expressed concern that alternative delivery 
system models will provide new opportunities 
for fraud, particularly under expanded waiver 
authority granted to Federal agencies.  
 
At the hearing, Committee Members and 
witnesses discussed several tools to preventing 
Medicare fraud, including:  
 The Physician Payment Sunshine 

Act (PPSA): PPSA was part of the 
ACA, and Dr. Shantanu Agrawal 
(Center for Program Integrity, CMS) 
testified that it will help expose the 
financial relationship between providers 
and supplying businesses. 

 H.R. 2925, the Strengthening 
Medicare Anti-Fraud Measures Act 
of 2013: Legislation sponsored by 
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Brady and McDermott that would 
expand that authority of the HHS OIG 
to exclude certain individuals and 
companies from participating in the 
Medicare program. 

 H.R. 1487, the Improved Health 
Care at Lower-Cost Act of 2013: 
Legislation sponsored by McDermott 
would provide additional structure 
around compensation arrangements 
which McDermott said would allow 
regulators to better monitor payments. 

 Medi-Medi Program: Representative 
Peter Roskam (R-IL) asked how CMS 
could encourage more states to 
participate in the Medicare-Medicaid 
(Medi-Medi) Data Match program; 
CMS responded that they are actively 
reaching out to states to encourage 
participation. 

 
Brady stated in his announcement of the 
hearing that Congress and regulators must 
“move beyond the unacceptable status quo” 
and “enact bipartisan bills to strengthen anti-
fraud programs to protect the Medicare 
program for generations to come.”  
 
Oversight Subcommittee Examines 
Prescription Drug and Heroin Abuse  
 
Key Points: 
 Hearing featured the testimony of key agencies 

including DEA, ONDCP, NIDA, 
SAMHSA and CDC. 

 Congress continues to focus on policy solutions 
to address the unique challenges presented by 
opioid abuse. 

 
This week, the House Energy and Commerce 
Committee’s Oversight Subcommittee held a 
hearing to explore concerns regarding the 
prescription drug abuse and heroin epidemic 
and to examine factors that have contributed to 

the increase in fatal overdoses and how 
policymakers and agencies should balance 
prevention, treatment, and enforcement in 
federal programs. Subcommittee Vice 
Chairman Michael Burgess (R-TX) stated that 
this problem does not have a simple solution, 
and urged enforcement agencies “not to wage a 
war on all opioids.”  He noted that it is 
common for drug addicts to suffer from 
underlying mental illness, and treating their 
addiction requires diagnosing and treating their 
other issues as well. He agreed with Dr. Nora 
Volkow’s (National Institute on Drug Abuse) 
testimony that the “special character” of 
prescription drug abuse must be recognized, as 
there is a major public health issue with 
prescription drug and opiate abuse, while a very 
real need for opioids to treat and alleviate 
chronic pain exists.   
 
Members discussed enforcement methods that 
target the various ways that addicts seek 
opioids, including “doctor shopping,” “pill 
mills,” and “rogue internet pharmacies.” Dr. 
Daniel Sosin (Centers for Disease Control) 
testified that the CDC is working to reverse the 
prescription drug overdose epidemic by 
focusing on three areas: (1) improving data 
quality and monitoring trends to identify 
threats and changes; (2) strengthening states’ 
prevention efforts by increasing support for 
public health interventions; and (3) improving 
patient safety by working with providers to 
make evidence-based decisions that improve 
public health. Meanwhile, a witness from the 
Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) emphasized 
that any long-term solution to reduce 
prescription opioid abuse must include 
aggressive actions to address prescription drug 
diversion while educating the public about the 
dangers of abusing pharmaceuticals, educating 
practitioners on methods of diversion and 
trends of non-medical pharmaceutical use, and 
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treating those individuals with substance use 
disorders.  
 
Senate Announces Hearing on Burwell 
Nomination; Congress Maintains Focus on 
ACA 
 
Key Points: 
 Senate HELP Committee to hold 

confirmation hearing May 8; will be followed 
by Senate Finance hearing.  

 Final confirmation possible later this month; 
Republicans pledge to ask “really tough 
questions”. 
 

The Senate Health, Education, Labor, and 
Pensions (HELP) Committee has scheduled a 
May 8 confirmation hearing on the nomination 
of Sylvia Burwell to be Secretary of the 
Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS). Burwell will appear later this month 
before the Senate Finance Committee, prior to 
the full Senate holding a confirmation vote in 
the coming weeks. Secretary Kathleen Sebelius 
indicated she will remain at HHS until Burwell 
is confirmed as her replacement.  
 
Throughout the confirmation proceedings, 
Senate Democrats have signaled they will focus 
on positive enrollment data including the 
announcement that the number of individuals 
that have obtained health insurance under the 
ACA has exceeded 8 million; and an increase in 
the percentage of enrollees between the ages of 
18-34. They will also focus on new budget 
projections that ACA costs are coming in 
under original estimates.  
 
Meanwhile, a letter authored this week by the 
five House Republicans in the Louisiana 
Congressional delegation calls on the state’s 
Senators to place a hold on Burwell’s 
nomination “until an agreement is reached to 
provide for the equitable treatment and 

protection of all Americans under the 
Affordable Care Act.” The letter goes on to 
cite a number of criticisms of the ACA which 
are likely to be reiterated by GOP Senators in 
the coming weeks, such as the cancellation of 
health plans, increasing health insurance 
premiums, and the law’s “selective exemptions” 
for certain individuals and entities.   
 
President Obama and Senate Majority Leader 
Harry Reid (D-NV) have called for a quick 
confirmation process. 
 
Upcoming Hearings and Meetings 
 
May 6 
Biomedical Innovation: The Health 
Subcommittee of House Energy and 
Commerce Committee will hold a roundtable 
discussion on the state of biomedical 
innovation in America and methods to 
accelerate the process of bringing new 
treatment to patients. 
 
May 7 
HHS Appropriations: The Labor, Health and 
Human Services, Education and Related 
Agencies Subcommittee of Senate 
Appropriations Committee will hold a hearing 
on proposed fiscal year 2015 appropriations for 
agencies, programs and activities under its 
jurisdiction. 
 
ACA Oversight: The Oversight and 
Investigations Subcommittee of House Energy 
and Commerce Committee will hold a hearing 
on the Patient Protection and Affordable Care 
Act and health insurance enrollment data 
 
May 8 
HHS Nominations: The Senate Health, 
Education, Labor and Pensions Committee will 
hold a confirmation hearing on the nomination 
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of Sylvia Mathews Burwell to be secretary of 
Health and Human Services. 
   
For more information about health care issues you may 
email or call Matthew Hoekstra or George Olsen at 
202-659-8201.  
 
DEFENSE 
 
HASC Begins Markup of FY 2015 NDAA 
 
Key Point: 
 Subcommittees complete markups of their 

portions of FY 2015 NDAAs and defer 
many contentious decisions until full 
Committee markup next week. 

 
This week, the subcommittees of the House 
Armed Services Committee marked up their 
portions of the FY 2015 National Defense 
Authorization Act. The full Committee will 
meet on May 7 to markup the entire package. 
The Subcommittee marks contain a number of 
provisions at odds with the Obama 
Administration’s FY 2015 budget request, 
including denying authority for a Base Closure 
and Realignment (BRAC) round, authorizing 
funding to refuel the USS George Washington, a 
refusal to raise healthcare fees for retired 
service members, and authorizing funding for 
an East Coast missile defense site. However, 
many of the most controversial decisions have 
been delayed until next week’s markup, which 
include the Administration’s plan to retire the 
A-10 fleet, the U-2s, and plan to move the 
National Guard’s 192 AH-64 Apaches to the 
Army. 
 
Each Subcommittee posted summaries of their 
portions of the package along with bill text: 
 
 
 

Intelligence, Emerging Threats and 
Capabilities Subcommittee: 
 Fully support cyber operations and U.S. 

Cyber Command while requiring the 
Comptroller General to develop an 
assessment of Cyber Command 
functions; 

 Fully support Information Technology 
requests in the President’s budget while 
requiring GAO to report on efforts to 
protect IT systems from insider threats, 
as well as require assessments of the 
Department’s efforts to develop the 
Joint Information Environment;  

 Direct the Secretary of Defense to 
establish an executive agent to 
coordinate and oversee cyber training 
and test ranges, critical to 
operationalizing and improving our 
DOD cyber forces; 

 Direct DOD to review and assess 
intelligence activities by U.S. Special 
Operations Forces and U.S. Special 
Operations Command as part of the 
committee’s robust oversight of 
intelligence activities; 

 Direct the Undersecretary of Defense 
for Intelligence to provide more 
information on how defense 
intelligence priorities are addressed in 
resource decisions for the Military 
Intelligence Program (MIP) or National 
Intelligence Program (NIP); 

 Direct the Comptroller General to 
assess DOD antiterrorism, force 
protection, and information system 
insider threat policies and programs; 

 Support the President’s request for 
Science and Technology programs, 
while emphasizing biodefense and 
biosecurity to include improving 
coordination efforts for development 
of medical countermeasures; 
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Strategic Forces Subcommittee: 
 Continues support for the missile 

defense plan announced by Secretary 
Hagel in 2013. 

 Protects specific missile defense 
technologies and strengthens oversight 
of U.S.-Russia missile defense 
cooperation. 

 Continues support for missile defense 
cooperation with Israel, including the 
Iron Dome system. 

 Strengthens the National Nuclear 
Security Administration’s focus on 
finding cost savings and delivering for 
the military. 

 Ensures robust oversight of major 
nuclear modernization programs. 

 Initiates the development of a 
competitively procured next-generation 
liquid rocket engine to transition from 
the use of non-allied space launch 
engines to a domestic alternative. 

 States that a fully-developed multi-
faceted space security and defense 
program is needed to deter and defeat 
any adversaries’ acts of space aggression 
and requires a review of the ability to 
deter and defeat space aggression. 

 Continues oversight of the Evolved 
Expendable Launch Vehicle program 
to maintain the required mission 
assurance, reduce costs, and provide 
opportunities for competition to 
certified providers. 

 
Seapower and Projection Forces 
Subcommittee: 
 Supports the nuclear refueling of CVN 

73- a ship with 25 years of service life 
left-, thus preserving a fleet of 11 
carriers rather than 10; 

 Supports two DDG 51 flight IIA 
destroyers included in the President’s 
budget request;  

 Continues the highly successful block 
buy procurement of two Virginia class 
submarines included in the President’s 
budget request; 

 Ensures the Air Force is contracting for 
F117 propulsion system sustainment 
and overhaul in the most cost-effective 
manner possible; 

 Authorizes the first low-rate initial 
production lot of KC-46 aircraft and 
identifies concerns with potential 
divestment of the KC-10 tanker aircraft 
beginning in fiscal year 2016; 

 Supports two Littoral Combat Ship and 
advance procurement for another two 
Littoral Combat Ships; and 

 In order to ensure that the Navy is 
adequately sized, the mark ends the 
practice of counting “paper ships” by 
standardizing categories of vessels used 
in determining the overall size of the 
fleet. 

 Continues to support construction of 
CVN-79; 

 Supports the SSBNX, the Ohio Class 
replacement- the Navy’s largest R&D 
investment included in the budget 
request- while establishing the Strategic 
Sea Deterrent Fund to offset the 
impact SSBNX development has on the 
rest of the shipbuilding budget;  

 
Military Personnel Subcommittee: 
 Continue robust oversight and reform 

of the military’s handling of sexual 
assault.  This includes reporting 
requirements updating Congress on 
progress in implementing the dozens of 
reforms included in the FY12, 13 and 
14 NDAA.  It also includes new 
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reforms spearheaded by 
[Representatives Michael] Turner (R-
OH) and [Niki] Tsongas (D-
MA),including as part of every 
commander’s performance appraisal -  
an assessment of the handling of sexual 
assault cases and how unit members 
treat those making sexual assault 
allegations. 

 Rejects proposals that would have 
increased out-of-pocket costs for 
military families, including the 
elimination of most TRICARE plans, 
and reduction of housing allowances 
and commissary benefits.  The proposal 
requires outside experts to review and 
assess the commissary program to 
identify efficiencies that could lead to 
cost savings without reducing military 
family benefits. 

 Supports Military Health Care, 
monitors the restructuring of the 
military health system and Defense 
Health Agency and tasks the GAO with 
examining DHA structure. The 
proposal requires a review by the 
Comptroller General of policies 
governing the transfer of TBI and 
PTSD patients from DoD to the VA to 
ensure continuity of treatment plans 
and medications. The proposal 
prohibits the Secretary from 
restructuring Military Treatment 
Facilities until he reports on the 
methodologies used to identify facilities 
that will lose capacity.  GAO is also 
tasked with an examination of this 
methodology. 

 
Tactical Air and Land Forces 
Subcommittee: 
 Address an unfunded requirement for 

extended range modifications for the 

Army’s Gray Eagle Unmanned Aerial 
System;  

 Support the President’s request for the 
Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV); 

 Requires a plan for capability upgrades 
to the F-16 Fleet, and a plan for the 
future of the Army’s scout helicopter 
and unmanned systems programs; 

 Support Marine Corps aviation 
recapitalization for 19 V-22 Osprey, 26 
new H-1 series helicopters, and 
continued development of the CH-53K 
heavy lift helicopter;  

 Support the F-35 program with 34 new 
aircraft and continued test and 
development;  

 Support the President’s request for the 
Global Hawk unmanned aerial system, 
and other high altitude intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance 
platforms;  

 Support Army aviation modernization 
with 197 new helicopters; and  

 Provide for continued growth in 
unmanned aerial systems capability, 
including 19 MQ-1C Gray Eagle UAS 
for the Army and 12 MQ-9 Reaper 
UAS for the Air Force. 

  
Readiness Subcommittee: 
 Supporting operations, training, depot 

maintenance, and flying hour programs 
across the services; 

 Ensures our Nation’s ability to respond 
for unforeseen contingencies across the 
globe; 

 Boosts military construction accounts; 
and 

 Funds force structure and capabilities 
needed to support Combatant 
Commander requirements. 

 Rejects the President’s request for an 
additional BRAC round and any other 
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effort that seeks to lock in unwise force 
structure reductions during a time 
accelerated transition; 

 Requires DOD to notify Congress in 
advance of bulk purchase of alternative 
fuels for operational use. 

 
Work Confirmed by Senate 
 
Key Points: 
 New Deputy Secretary of Defense confirmed by 

Senate, allowing current Acting Deputy to step 
down. 

 Other national security nominees awaiting floor 
action. 

 
On April 30, the Senate confirmed by voice 
former Under Secretary of the Navy Robert 
Work to be the next Deputy Secretary of 
Defense. With Work’s confirmation, Acting 
Deputy Secretary of Defense Christine Fox will 
step down. Fox was named to the position in 
an acting capacity after former Deputy 
Secretary Ashton Carter stepped down at the 
beginning of December. Even with Work’s 
confirmation, a number of high profile national 
security nominations are still pending including: 
Michael McCord to be the Department of 
Defense Comptroller, Christine Wormuth to be 
Undersecretary Of Defense For Policy, David 
Shear to be Assistant Secretary Of Defense For 
Asian And Pacific Security Affairs and Eric 
Rosenbach to be Assistant Secretary Of 
Defense For Homeland Defense. 
 
Subcommittee Examines FY 2015 Army 
Request  
 
Key Point: 
 Members focus on the Administration’s plan 

to swap the Army’s and National Guard’s 
helicopters and the lack of OCO funding 
number. 

 

On April 30, the Senate Appropriations 
Committee’s Defense Subcommittee held a 
hearing on the Army’s FY 2015 budget request. 
Chairman Dick Durbin (D-IL) stated that 
“[t]he FY 2015 President’s budget request 
includes $119 billion for the Army that falls 
under the Defense Subcommittee’s 
jurisdiction.” He noted that “[t]he budget 
request does not include funding for overseas 
contingency operations, known as 
OCO…[and] [t]hat’s a big concern.” Durbin 
said that “[u]ntil we receive the President’s plan 
for support in Afghanistan post 2014, it’s really 
difficult if not impossible to appropriate proper 
levels of funding to support our warfighters.” 
He stated that “[t]o comply with the budget 
caps specified in the Budget Control Act, the 
Army’s facing an estimated $170 billion in 
budget reductions over the next 10 years, on 
top of sequestration, which forced the Army to 
cut an additional $37 billion in fiscal year 
2013.” 
 
Senator Susan Collins (R-ME) stated that “[l]ast 
January, I joined a bipartisan group of 58 
Senators in sending a letter to Secretary [of 
Defense Chuck] Hagel, supporting a strong 
Army National Guard, and urging him to 
carefully consider the appropriate balance of 
active and reserve component personnel.” She 
said that “I was therefore disappointed when 
the President’s budget request calls for such 
drastic cuts to the Army Reserve and National 
Guard end-strength.” Collins said that “[a]s the 
military resizes following more than a decade 
of war, I believe that the Department of 
Defense (DOD) should place greater reliance 
on the more cost-effective Reserve and 
National Guard components, not less.” 
 
Secretary of the Army John McHugh said that 
“[w]e require this budget (i.e. the FY 2015) to 
properly restructure, reduce, and revamp our 
force, and quite frankly, we need it to protect 
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your Army as we march into a dangerous and 
very unpredictable future.” He said that “[a]s 
you, the members of this Subcommittee, know 
full well, the cuts, as Senator Collins 
mentioned, that we have endured from the 
Budget Control Act and sequestration have 
already damaged our readiness, drastically 
reduced our modernization programs, and 
demanded sharp cuts to our end-strength.” 
McHugh said that coupled with “significant 
shortfalls” in Overseas Contingency 
Operations (OCO) “funding cause your Army 
to enter this year with a $3.2 billion hole in 
readiness, alone.” He remarked that “although 
the Bipartisan Budget Agreement provides 
some temporary relief, we’re still implementing 
a $7.7 billion cut to our fiscal year budget 
request for ‘14.” McHugh asserted that “to 
meet our top line requirements, we’ve had to 
cut another $12.7 billion from our ‘15 
submission.”  
 
Durbin asked McHugh to “tell me how much 
of the total Army aviation mission in Iraq and 
Afghanistan was completed by the National 
Guard.” McHugh answered that “I can give 
you breakdown by platform…[i]n other words, 
Apache versus Black Hawk by flying hours, but 
I don't have the compo breakdown.” Durbin 
said that “[w]e have a report that the Army 
National Guard AH-64 Apache fleet on 
average can be maintained for 42 percent of the 
cost of its active component 
counterparts…[and] [s]o if the issue here is 
savings, how can shifting these helicopters 
from Guard assignment to active assignment 
save money if there is a 42 percent increase.” 
McHugh stated that “I think you have to look 
at how those figures were derived…[and] [t]he 
Guard obviously costs less when it’s in non-
active status.” 
 
Collins stated that “[Army National Guard 
Acting Director] Major General [Judd] Lyons, 

you did an excellent job of outlining the critical 
role that the Army National Guard plays not 
only when it’s deployed, as it has been many, 
many times in Iraq and Afghanistan, but here at 
home whenever disaster strikes.” She said that 
“[i]t’s the Guard, as well as our first responders, 
who are first to respond to the call for help.” 
Lyon stated that “[i]n reference to the impact at 
315,000 soldiers underneath Budget Control 
Act, and the illustrative example you use in 
Maine, there is direct impact at those levels 
both in terms of not only the reduction in the 
number of soldiers that we have physically 
present, as you’ve outlined, but a loss of 
leaders, experienced leaders who have been 
honed over 12 years both in wartime 
experience and in responding domestically.” 
 
Forbes and Hanabusa Introduce Bill On 
Asia-Pacific Rebalance 
 
Key Point: 
 Key House Member introduce bill that would 

serve to bring Congress to the table on the 
Obama Administration’s pivot to the Asia-
Pacific. 

 
On April 28, the House Armed Services 
Committee’s Seapower & Projection Forces 
Subcommittee Chairman J. Randy Forbes (R-
VA) and Representative Colleen Hanabusa (D-
HI) introduced the “Asia-Pacific Region 
Priority Act” (H.R. 4495). In a press briefing to 
unveil the bill, Forbes explained some of the 
salient points in the bill. He stated that the bill 
would: 
 “[R]equire an independent assessment 

of the anti-access area of denial 
challenges at the Asia Pacific area.”  

 “[A]sk the Office of Net Assessment to 
conduct a study of the maritime balance 
of forces.”  

 “[A]sk the Office of Net Assessment to 
conduct a study of the threat and 
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possible solutions that might exist 
there.” 

 “[H]ave the Department of Defense to 
submit a report on the cross-strait 
balance of maritime forces between 
China and Taiwan and we will 
encourage an annual reports of Chinese 
military…to include with the maritime 
law enforcement activities by the state 
oceanic administration because as you 
know, the Chinese are now 
incorporating many of their activities 
with their Coast Guard.” 

 “[E]stablish…in the Department of 
Defense a senior office to coordinate 
unmanned system strategy for the 
Department of Defense.” 

 
Forbes said that some of his and Hanabusa’s 
policy prescriptions will be embodied in H.R. 
4495 while others will be included in the FY 
2015 National Defense Authorization Act. In a 
press release, Forbes and Hanabusa provided 
additional details about the bill.  
 
Section 1230 Report Finds Progress But 
Warns of Dangers Posed By Lack of U.S. 
Presence 
 
Key Point: 
 In its most recent assessment of operations and 

security in Afghanistan, the DOD touts 
successes in securing the nation during recent 
elections but cautions against withdrawing all 
U.S. troops and reducing funding for Afghan 
forces. 

 
On April 30, the Department of Defense 
(DOD) released its quarterly “Report on 
Progress Toward Security and Stability in 
Afghanistan,” in which the DOD asserted that 
Afghan forces are becoming more confident 
and capable and warned that a number of key 
capabilities will require more time and funding 

to develop. In issuing these, and other, 
findings, the DOD implied that a scenario in 
which the U.S. and its allies decide against 
keeping forces in Afghanistan past the end of 
2014 and fail to fund Afghan forces could 
result in an unstable government that could be 
toppled. However, the DOD touted the 
recently conducted elections as proof that U.S. 
and NATO efforts are working and that the 
insurgency is failing. 
 
Specifically, the DOD claimed that “[a]lthough 
the International Security Assistance Force 
(ISAF) continues to develop capabilities, 
Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) 
requires more time and effort to close four key 
high-end capability gaps that will remain after 
the ISAF mission ends on December 31, 2014: 
air support; intelligence enterprise; special 
operations; and Afghan security ministry 
capacity.” The DOD added that 
“[i]nternational funding and coalition force 
assistance will be critical to sustaining the force 
after 2014. If a second-round runoff election is 
required, securing the runoff during the 
summer fighting season will be a major test of 
the ANSF.” The DOD contended that “the 
ANSF’s need for post-2014 assistance, the 
President of Afghanistan’s refusal to sign the 
U.S.-Afghanistan Bilateral Security Agreement 
(BSA), the consequent lack of U.S. and NATO 
post-2014 presence decisions, and simultaneous 
political, security, and economic transitions 
generated uncertainty throughout Afghan 
society.” 
 
However, despite detailing the risks present for 
the Afghan government and forces, the DOD 
also claimed that the Taliban insurgency has 
been ineffective. The DOD stated that “[t]he 
Taliban-led insurgency failed to achieve its 
stated operational objectives over the reporting 
period…[which] was to disrupt the elections.” 
The DOD claimed that “[t]hey were clearly 
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unsuccessful and the comparatively low levels 
of violence surrounding the election served as a 
reminder of their limited capabilities in the face 
of growing ANSF strength.” 
 
Upcoming Hearings and Events 
 
May 6 
Military Compensation: The Senate Armed 
Services Committee will hold a hearing to 
discuss DOD military compensation proposals. 
 
May 7 
FY 2015 Defense Authorization: The House 
Armed Services Committee will hold a hearing 
to discuss the FY 2015 budget request. 
 
May 8 
Critical Infrastructure: The House 
Committee on Homeland Security will hold a 
hearing to discuss the Electromagnetic Pulse 
(EMP) threat to the nation’s critical 
infrastructure. 
 
For more information on defense issues you may email 
or call Michael Kans at 202-659-8201.  
 
TRANSPORTATION   
 
Administration Submits Four-Year $302 
Billion Reauthorization 
 
Key Points: 
 Administration submits legislative text for full 

surface transportation package that would 
increase highway funding levels roughly 22% 
and transit funding 70% above current enacted 
levels. 

 Package would also authorize TIGER grants 
at $1 billion per year, new FAST grants, and 
a range of “innovative” financing programs. 

 
On April 29, the Department of 
Transportation (DOT) sent to Congress the 

four-year surface transportation reauthorization 
that President Barack Obama announced in his 
State of the Union Address. The DOT released 
the “Generating Renewal, Opportunity, and 
Work with Accelerated Mobility, Efficiency, 
and Rebuilding of Infrastructure and 
Communities throughout America Act” 
(GROW AMERICA Act) and a very detailed 
summary. The package includes increased 
funding for surface transportation programs, a 
full rail reauthorization, increased and new 
discretionary grant programs, and the 
establishment of a Transportation Trust Fund, 
a new mandatory source of funding that would 
provide appropriations for not only highway 
and transit programs, but also intercity rail, and 
other surface transportation programs. 
However, the bill does not explain its sources 
of funding to cover both the current funding 
shortfall for the Highway Trust Fund or to 
finance the significant funding increases in the 
bill save for a few sentences in a shorter 
summary: “[t]he Administration’s proposal is 
funded by supplementing current revenues 
with $150 billion in one-time transition revenue 
from pro-growth business tax reform.” Nor 
does the bill entirely spell out the establishment 
of the Transportation Trust Fund. 
 
Multi-Modal Discretionary Grant Funding 
 
The GROW AMERICA Act would authorize 
TIGER Grants for the first time for FY’s 2015 
through 2018.  Since the “American Recovery 
and Reinvestment Act of 2009” (P.L. 111-5), 
TIGER has been subject to the annual 
appropriations process and has not been an 
authorized project. This TIGER Grant 
proposal “would continue the successful 
criteria of the TIGER Grants in fiscal years 
2009-2014 and would ensure an equitable 
geographic distribution of funds and an 
appropriate balance in addressing the needs of 
urban and rural communities” and would make 
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the program permanent for the duration of the 
bill and authorize $1.25 billion for each of the 
four years covered by the package. 
 
Additionally, the new package would create a 
new “competitive grant program called Fixing 
and Accelerating Surface Transportation 
(FAST).” This program would distribute $1 
billion a year in funds. The DOT stated that 
“[m]odeled after the Department of 
Education’s Race to the Top program, this 
program would award funding to a State, Tribe 
or Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) 
to incentivize the adoption of bold, innovative 
strategies and best practices in transportation 
that would have long-term impact on all 
projects across the transportation 
programs…[and] [a]pplicants would have to 
demonstrate a strong collaboration with all 
levels of government within their jurisdiction to 
be successful.”  
 
Federal-aid Highway Funding 
 
The GROW AMERICA Act would authorize 
obligation limits for “Federal-aid highway and 
highway safety construction programs” as 
follows: 
 $47,323,248,000 for fiscal year 2015 
 $48,141,248,000 for fiscal year 2016 
 $48,977,248,000 for fiscal year 2017 
 $49,829,248,000 for fiscal year 2018 

 
These amounts include funding for the Surface 
Transportation Program (STP), Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (MPO) planning, and 
the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality 
Improvement Program (CMAQ). By way of 
comparison, the obligation limit for FY 2014 is 
roughly $40 billion. 
 
 
 

Transit Funding 
 
The GROW AMERICA would significantly 
increase funding for formula transit programs 
from more than $8 billion in FY 2014 to: 
 $13,914,400,000 in fiscal year 2015  
 $14,140,000,000 in fiscal year 2016 
 $14,372,000,000 in fiscal year 2017 
 $14,610,000,000 in fiscal year 2018 

 
The Section 5309 Capital Investment Grant 
Program (aka New Starts/Small Starts) would 
see a significant increase in funding as well 
from the current $1.9 billion level to: 
 $2,500,000,000 in fiscal year 2015  
 $2,625,000,000 in fiscal year 2016  
 $2,756,000,000 in fiscal year 2017 
 $2,894,000,000 in fiscal year 2018 

 
Bus and Bus Facilities Program 
 
The GROW AMERICA Act would change the 
Section 5339 funding program such that “State 
and local governmental entities are eligible to 
apply directly to FTA for grant funds” and 
“would amend the formula program to include 
a discretionary component under which 
projects would be competitively selected for 
funding” (i.e. up to 30% awarded by the 
Secretary.) 
 
New Rapid Growth Area Transit Program 
 
The package would create a new Rapid Growth 
Area Transit Program that would allow the 
DOT to “make grants on a competitive basis to 
State and local governmental entities for bus 
rapid transit projects, which may include 
acquisition of right-of-way or land for purposes 
of future enhancements to public 
transportation in the project corridor. Such 
projects shall serve a high-traffic transportation 
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artery located in an urbanized or rural area 
that[:] 

(1) has experienced moderate to 
significant population growth between 
the 2000 and 2010 decennial census of 
population; and 
(2) has a transit system in revenue 
service that – (A) has experienced a 
moderate to significant increase in 
ridership; and (B) has the financial 
capacity to pay operating expenses for 
the existing system and an expanded 
system.” 

 
The federal match for this new program would 
be as much as 50% and up to 30% of net costs 
“may be derived from the Surface 
Transportation Program and the Congestion 
Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement 
Program.” 
 
Rail for America Act 
 
The GROW AMERICA Act includes a rail 
reauthorization title, the “Rail for America Act” 
that groups funding under two new programs.  
First, the new Rail Account of the 
Transportation Trust Fund funds the new 
“Current Passenger Rail Services Program as 
follows: 
 $2,450,000,000 for fiscal year 2015 
 $2,400,000,000 for fiscal year 2016 
 $2,350,000,000 for fiscal year 2017 
 $2,300,000,000 for fiscal year 2018 

 
Second, the new “Rail Service Improvement 
Program” would receive: 
 $2,325,000,000 for fiscal year 2015 
 $2,405,000,000 for fiscal year 2016 
 $2,370,000,000 for fiscal year 2017 
 $2,450,000,000 for fiscal year 2018 

 

Amtrak would be eligible for much of the 
funding available under the Current Passenger 
Rail Service Program, which [would] “consist[] 
of programs for the following: 

(1) Northeast Corridor.  
(2) State Corridors.  
(3) Long-Distance Routes.  
(4) National Assets, Legacy Debt, and 
Amtrak Positive Train Control.  
(5) Stations--Americans with 
Disabilities Act Compliance. 

 
By contrast, the Rail Service Improvement 
Program would “consist[] of programs 
covering the following: 

(1) Passenger Corridors.  
(2) Commuter Railroads--Positive Train 
Control Compliance.  
(3) Local Rail Facilities and Safety.  
(4) Planning. 

 
A range of entities, including Amtrak, would be 
eligible to receive funding under this group of 
programs, and the DOT stated that “[t]he 
purpose of this program is to ensure that the 
Nation’s rail network is prepared to serve the 
intercity travel needs of a growing population 
through cost- effective, market-based 
investments in passenger and freight rail 
improvement projects.” 
 
Additionally, the package defines three new 
“passenger rail corridors:” 
 Core Express Corridor means a passenger 

rail corridor with trains operating 
primarily on dedicated passenger track 
at peak speeds of 125 to 250 miles per 
hour or greater, and that primarily 
connects major metropolitan centers in 
the United States that are generally up 
to 500 miles apart. 

 Regional Corridor means a passenger rail 
corridor with trains operating on both 
dedicated and shared use track at peak 
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speeds of 90 to 124 miles per hour, and 
that primarily connect mid-size urban 
areas to larger and smaller communities 
that are generally up to 500 miles apart. 

 Feeder Corridor means a State- or 
regionally-designated passenger rail 
corridor with trains operating on shared 
use track at peak speeds of up to 90 
miles per hour and that connects large, 
mid-sized, and small urban areas 
generally less than 750 miles apart. 

 
The Core Express Corridor category of passenger 
rail corridors would clearly fund high-speed rail 
projects; however, it should be noted that the 
Administration, in the materials made available 
thus far, has not touted this program, which 
was once a signature initiative in years past. 
 
With respect to Positive Train Control (PTC), 
the package would effectively push back the 
December 31, 2015 deadline for 
implementation. The bill would require that 
“Each Class I railroad carrier and each entity 
providing regularly scheduled intercity or 
commuter rail passenger transportation shall 
develop and submit to the Secretary of 
Transportation a plan for implementing a 
positive train control system by December 31, 
2015.” Additionally, the Secretary would 
receive discretionary authority to extend the 
PTC deadline as part of promulgating new 
regulations on implementation, specifically, “an 
implementation schedule for PTC systems to 
ensure successful implementation.” 
 
“Innovative Financing” 
 
The GROW AMERICA Act would also 
expand the use of current sources of financing, 
including the Transportation Infrastructure 
Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA), the 
Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement 

Financing (RRIF), and tolling Federal-aid 
highways by states. 
 
Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation 
Act (TIFIA) 
 
As explained in a shorter summary, the DOT is 
requesting $1 billion in funding per year for the 
TIFIA program, which would continue the 
current spending level of $1 billion in FY 2014. 
The Administration claimed that the total of $4 
billion in TIFIA funds over the life of the 
package “is estimated to support $40 billion in 
loans.”  
 
Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing 
(RRIF) 
 
In a fact sheet on “Infrastructure Financing,” 
the DOT explained that the “GROW 
AMERICA Act will strengthen RRIF by 
reducing the cost of obtaining a loan, making 
RRIF more accessible, a vital tool for short line 
and regional railroads.” Notably, the GROW 
AMERICA Act would task the Secretary with 
prescribing “standards for applying the charges 
to ensure that the RRIF charges do not prevent 
Class II and Class III railroads from having 
adequate access to direct loans and loan 
guarantees.” The bill would clarify that for 
purposes of the RRIF program that a 
“railroad” would be defined as a “railroad 
carrier” per title 49 of the U.S. Code “to ensure 
that the loan is being given to an entity rather 
than a form of transportation.”  
 
The GROW AMERICA Act “would also 
authorize appropriations for the cost of direct 
loans and loan guarantees under the RRIF 
program, with the goal of increasing the ease of 
access to the program, particularly for smaller 
borrowers.” The DOT stated that “[t]his 
provision will make the RRIF program more 
similar to the TIFIA program, which has been 
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highly successful at attracting a range of project 
types.” The bill would not change the 
maximum “aggregate unpaid principal amounts 
of obligations under direct loans and loan 
guarantees made under” the RRIF program 
(currently capped at $35 billion) but would, if 
enacted, allow Congress to appropriate the 
entire amount to the FRA. 
 
Tolling 
 
Section 1405 would make significant changes 
to tolling practices. The GROW AMERICA 
Act “would eliminate the prohibition on tolling 
existing free Interstate highways, subject to the 
approval of the Secretary, for purposes of 
reconstruction, thus providing States greater 
flexibility to use tolling as a revenue source for 
needed reconstruction activities on all 
components of their highway systems…[and] 
would allow any State or public agency to 
impose variable tolls on existing highways, 
bridges, or tunnels for purposes of congestion 
management, subject to the approval of the 
Secretary.” Moreover, the package would 
“eliminate the prohibition against tolling 
existing free Interstate highways for purposes 
of reconstruction by extending the eligibility 
that currently exists for the reconstruction of 
non-Interstate highways…[and] would render 
the Interstate System Reconstruction and 
Rehabilitation Pilot Program (ISRRPP) 
established under section 1216(b) of TEA-21 
unnecessary, which would thus be repealed by 
this section.” 
 
Section 1405 of the GROW AMERICA Act 
“would allow toll revenues to be used for costs 
necessary for improving public transit service, 
provided such service is provided within the 
transportation corridor in which the toll facility 
is located or the service contributes to the 
improved operation of the toll facility or the 
highway on which the toll facility is located.” 

Toll revenue could also be used “for costs 
necessary to mitigate adverse impacts related to 
the tolling of the facility as identified under the 
NEPA process.” 
 
Upcoming Hearings and Events 
 
May 6 
Transit Funding: The Senate Committee on 
Finance will hold a hearing to discuss funding 
and financing for highways and transit. 
 
May 7 
Surface Transportation Reauthorization: 
The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science 
& Transportation will hold a hearing to discuss 
the reauthorization of surface transportation 
programs. 
 
FY 2015 Appropriations: The House 
Committee on Appropriations will hold a 
hearing to discuss the FY 2015 Budget request 
for the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development.   
 
For more information on transportation issues you may 
email or call Michael Kans at 202-659-8201.  
 
TECHNOLOGY 
 
DATA Act Passes House; Goes to 
President 
 
Key Point: 
 Bill that would consolidate and make 

searchable government spending data is passed 
by voice vote. 

 
On April 28, by voice vote, the House passed 
the compromise version of the “Digital 
Accountability and Transparency Act of 2014” 
(DATA Act) (S. 994) the Senate passed by 
unanimous consent earlier this month. Now, 
the bill goes to the President and despite input 
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from the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) that would have significantly altered the 
bill, there is no public indication that the 
Administration will be vetoed.  
 
A House Government Reform and Oversight 
Committee summary explained that “key 
components of this bipartisan legislation: 
 Creates transparency for all Federal 

funds: The DATA Act will expand the 
transparency requirements of FFATA 
to include spending data for all Federal 
funds made available to or expended by 
a Federal agency. For the first time, 
taxpayers and policymakers will be able 
to view a complete accounting of 
agency spending by appropriation, 
federal agency, program activity, and 
object class in a searchable, 
downloadable format. The DATA Act 
also maintains current reporting 
requirements for Federal awards like 
contracts, grants, and loans, which will 
be integrated with the new information 
required by the DATA Act on a single, 
easily accessible website – 
USASpending.gov. This expansion of 
USASpending.gov will allow 
policymakers and the public to track 
Federal funds more clearly and link 
spending to budget priorities.  

 Sets Government-wide financial data 
standards: The Secretary of the 
Treasury and the Director of the Office 
of Management and Budget are tasked 
with establishing Government-wide 
financial data standards. The legislation 
will establish a uniform framework to 
be used across the Federal 
Government, which will improve data 
quality and make it easier to compare 
Federal spending.  

 Reduces recipient reporting 
requirements: This legislation requires 

the Office of Management and Budget 
to review the existing reporting 
requirements for recipients of Federal 
awards with the goal of simplifying 
reporting and reducing compliance 
costs. The legislation will also establish 
a pilot program to evaluate alternatives 
for consolidating financial reporting for 
Federal award recipients.  

 Improves data quality: The Inspectors 
General at each agency will be required 
to provide reports on the quality and 
accuracy of the financial data provided 
to USASpending.gov. The Government 
Accountability Office will also report 
on the data quality and accuracy and 
create a Government-wide assessment 
of the financial data reported.  

 Enhances Efforts to Detect and 
Prevent Waste, Fraud and Abuse: The 
DATA Act authorizes the Secretary of 
the Treasury to establish a data analytics 
center modeled on the successful 
Recovery Operations Center. The new 
center will support Inspectors General, 
law enforcement agencies, in criminal 
and other investigations, and agency 
program offices in the prevention of 
improper payments. Assets of the 
Recovery Accountability and 
Transparency Board (RATB) related to 
the Recovery Operations Center would 
transfer to the Treasury upon the 
expiration of the RATB’s authorization. 

 
Senate Draft CISPA Released 
 
Key Points: 
 The Senate Intelligence Committee floats a 

draft of information sharing package that is 
similar to the House-passed CISPA to solicit 
comments from stakeholders.  

 Package would authorize the Intelligence 
Community to share classified threat data and 
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allow private entities to share threat 
information.  

 
This week, the Senate Intelligence Committee 
has floated a draft companion bill to the 
House-passed “Cyber Intelligence Sharing and 
Protection Act” (CISPA) (H.R. 624) that 
Chairman Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) and 
Ranking Member Saxby Chambliss (R-GA) 
have been rumored to be working on for 
months. The “Cybersecurity Information 
Sharing Act of 2014” would create a regime for 
information sharing between the federal 
government and private entities that is similar 
to H.R. 624. 
  
In a statement, Feinstein and Chambliss said: 
“we circulated that draft bill language to 
relevant parties in the executive branch, private 
industry and the privacy community for 
comment…[and] [o]nce those comments are 
returned, which we hope will happen quickly, 
we will consider the final legislation.” 
  
Because of the apparent détente between the 
White House, the House Intelligence 
Committee, and Feinstein on reforming the 
National Security Agency’s (NSA) Section 215 
telephony metadata collection and storage, an 
opportunity may have opened for the Senate to 
at least consider a CISPA alternative. Of 
course, buy-in would be needed by leading 
Democratic and Republican opponents of the 
NSA’s current surveillance practices and those 
who have maintained opposition to H.R. 624 
on the basis that civil liberties and privacy 
would be impinged if the Intelligence 
Community were to begin sharing and 
receiving information with private entities.  
  
The Senate draft bill would direct “the Director 
of National Intelligence, the Secretary of 
Homeland Security, and the Attorney General, 
in consultation with the heads of the 

appropriate Federal agencies,” to “promulgate 
procedures to facilitate and promote— 

(1) the timely sharing of classified cyber 
threat indicators in the possession of 
the Federal Government with cleared 
representatives of appropriate entities; 
(2) the timely sharing with appropriate 
entities of cyber threat indicators in the 
possession of the Federal Government 
that may be declassified and shared at 
an unclassified level; and 
(3) the sharing with appropriate entities, 
or, if appropriate, public availability, of 
unclassified, including controlled 
unclassified, cyber threat indicators in 
the possession of the Federal 
Government.” 

  
Any such procedures must “ensure the Federal 
Government has and maintains the capability 
to share cyber threat indicators in real time 
consistent with the protection of classified 
information; and incorporate, to the greatest 
extent possible, existing processes and existing 
roles and responsibilities of Federal and non-
Federal entities for information sharing by the 
Federal Government, including sector specific 
information sharing and analysis centers.”  
  
The bill would authorize private entities to 
monitor information systems to detect and 
respond to cyber threats. Specifically, the bill 
would allow monitoring of: 

(A) the information systems of such 
private entity; 
(B) the information systems of another 
entity, upon written consent of such 
other entity; 
(C) the information systems of a 
Federal entity, upon written consent of 
an authorized representative of the 
Federal entity; and 
(D) information that is stored on, 
processed by, or transiting the 
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information systems monitored by the 
private entity under this paragraph. 

  
Likewise, private entities could “operate 
countermeasures” against cyber threats. 
   
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
would create an entity inside the Department to 
receive and share cyber threat information with 
other federal agencies and departments. 
However, among the cyber threat information 
exempted from this procedure is that 
information “shared with a Federal entity as 
part of a contractual or statutory requirement.” 
Moreover, the bill states that “[c]yber threat 
indicators and countermeasures provided to the 
Federal Government under this Act shall be 
considered the commercial, financial, and 
proprietary information of the entity providing 
such information to the Federal 
Government.”  Additionally, all such 
information would be exempt from federal and 
state FOIA laws. 
  
The bill would provide a liability shield for 
private entities sharing or using cyber threat 
information or monitoring information 
systems. However, for some reason, should a 
court not dismiss any such action, the bill 
makes clear that “a good faith reliance by an 
entity that the conduct complained of was 
permitted under this Act shall be a complete 
defense against any action brought in any court 
against such entity.” Yet, the liability shield 
would not extend to “gross negligence or 
willful misconduct” in the performance of 
activities authorized by the bill or actions 
outside the parameters of the bill. 
 
 
 
 
 

Wheeler Makes His Case for Open Internet 
Rule 
 
Key Points: 
 FCC Chairman seeks to allay concerns and 

rebut arguments that his proposed rule would 
result in large service providers blocking new 
content.  

 Wheeler vows that rule would not result in 
“haves” and “haves nots”.   

 
On April 30, Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) Chairman Tom Wheeler 
made remarks to the National Cable & 
Telecommunications Association (NCTA) to 
address “[s]ome recent commentary has had a 
misinformed interpretation of the Open 
Internet Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
(NPRM) currently before the [FCC]” according 
to a corresponding to an accompanying blog 
posting. He provided additional detail on the 
proposed rule that the FCC will consider later 
this month to replace the so-called Net 
Neutrality rules struck down by the Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. 
 
Wheeler stated that “[t]he D.C. Circuit in the 
Verizon v. FCC decision upheld the 
Commission’s judgment that, ‘absent such rules 
such as those set forth in the Open Internet 
Order, broadband providers represent a threat 
to Internet openness and could act in ways that 
would ultimately inhibit the speed and extent of 
future broadband deployment.’” He asserted 
that “I believe that innovation is fragile and 
that, as we said in our 2010 Order, broadband 
providers have “incentives to interfere” with 
competing edge-providers and, as the D.C. 
Circuit wrote, have, ‘powerful incentives to 
accept fees from edge providers, either in 
return for excluding their competitors or for 
granting them prioritized access to end users.’” 
Wheeler claimed that “[o]ur proposed course 
of action builds on the court’s strong legal 
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justification for regulation that guarantees every 
user the ability to effectively use the Internet.” 
He contended that “[w]e are beyond the 
question of the scope of the FCC’s authority; 
the court has decided that…[and] [k]nowing 
that authority, we now must move 
expeditiously to make it manifest.” 
 
Wheeler said that “[t]here has been a great deal 
of talk about how our following the court’s 
instruction to use a “commercially reasonable” 
test could result in a so-called “fast lane” and 
Internet “haves” and “have nots.” He asserted 
that “[t]his misses the point that any new rule 
will assure an open pathway that is sufficiently 
robust to enable consumers to access the 
content, services and applications they demand 
and innovators and edge providers the ability to 
offer new products and services.” Wheeler said 
that “[p]ut another way, the focus of this 
proposal – on which we are seeking comment 
– is on maintaining a broadly available, fast and 
robust Internet as a platform for economic 
growth, innovation, competition, free 
expression, and broadband investment and 
deployment.” He claimed that “[o]ur goal is 
rules that will encourage broadband providers 
to continually upgrade service to all…[and] 
[w]e will follow the court’s blueprint for 
achieving this, and, I must warn you, will look 
skeptically on special exceptions.” 
 
Wheeler stated “[l]et me be clear: if someone 
acts to divide the Internet between “haves” and 
“have-nots,” we will use every power at our 
disposal to stop it…[and] I consider that to 
include Title II.” He warned that “[j]ust 
because it is my strong belief that following the 
court’s roadmap will produce similar 
protections more quickly, does not mean I will 
hesitate to use Title II if warranted…[a]nd, in 
our Notice, we are asking for input as to 
whether this approach should be used.” 
 

Big Data Reports 
 
Key Points: 
 Administration releases a pair of reports on 

“big data” and its implications for privacy as 
part of its larger review of the U.S. 
government’s activities and the privacy of 
Americans 

 A number of recommendations are made, 
including passage of legislation. 

 
As President Barack Obama directed in his 
January speech on the Review of Signals 
Intelligence, the Administration released two 
reports on “big data” and privacy on May 1 
that present a number of recommendations on 
executive and legislative actions. Both reports 
recommend significant changes to how private 
entities can use private data collected from 
consumers. Notably, the Administration called 
on Congress to pass three legislative proposals: 
an update to the Electronic Communications 
Privacy Act and two previously submitted 
Administration proposals, the Consumer 
Privacy Bill of Rights and Data Breach 
legislation. 
 
In a blog posting, Counselor to the President 
John Podesta noted that the review of “big 
data” was launched as part of the Obama 
Administration’s larger review of U.S. 
surveillance programs started in January. He 
noted that he led “a wide-ranging review of ‘big 
data’ and privacy—to explore how these 
technologies are changing our economy, our 
government, and our society, and to consider 
their implications for our personal privacy.” 
Podesta stated that “our review sought to 
understand what is genuinely new and different 
about big data and to consider how best to 
encourage the potential of these technologies 
while minimizing risks to privacy and core 
American values.” 
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Podesta led an ad hoc group comprised of 
Secretary of Commerce Penny Pritzker, 
Secretary of Energy Ernest Moniz, National 
Economic Council Director Jeffrey Zients, 
Office of Science & Technology Policy (OSTP) 
Director John Holdren, and others. In their 
report, the Administration asserted the belief 
that “important conclusions are already 
emerging about big data that can inform how 
the Administration moves forward in a number 
of areas.” The White House said that “[i]n 
particular, there are five areas that will each 
bring the American people into the national 
conversation about how to maximize benefits 
and minimize harms in a big data world: 

1) Preserving Privacy Values: 
Maintaining our privacy values by 
protecting personal information in the 
marketplace, both in the United States 
and through interoperable global 
privacy frameworks; 

2) Educating Robustly and 
Responsibly: Recognizing schools—
particularly K- 12—as an important 
sphere for using big data to enhance 
learning opportunities, while protecting 
personal data usage and building digital 
literacy and skills; 

3) Big Data and Discrimination: 
Preventing new modes of 
discrimination that some uses of big 
data may enable; 

4) Law Enforcement and Security: 
Ensuring big data’s responsible use in 
law enforcement, public safety, and 
national security; and 

5) Data as a Public Resource: 
Harnessing data as a public resource, 
using it to improve the delivery of 
public services, and investing in 
research and technology that will 
further power the big data revolution. 

 

The Administration “also identifies six discrete 
policy recommendations that deserve prompt 
Administration attention and policy 
development: 
 Advance the Consumer Privacy Bill 

of Rights. The Department of 
Commerce should take appropriate 
consultative steps to seek stakeholder 
and public comment on big data 
developments and how they impact the 
Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights and 
then devise draft legislative text for 
consideration by stakeholders and 
submission by the President to 
Congress. 

 Pass National Data Breach 
Legislation. Congress should pass 
legislation that provides for a single 
national data breach standard along the 
lines of the Administration’s May 2011 
Cybersecurity legislative proposal. 

 Extend Privacy Protections to non-
U.S. Persons. The Office of 
Management and Budget should work 
with departments and agencies to apply 
the Privacy Act of 1974 to non-U.S. 
persons where practicable, or to 
establish alternative privacy policies 
that apply appropriate and meaningful 
protections to personal information 
regardless of a person’s nationality. 

 Ensure Data Collected on Students 
in School is Used for Educational 
Purposes. The federal government 
must ensure that privacy regulations 
protect students against having their 
data being shared or used 
inappropriately, especially when the 
data is gathered in an educational 
context. 

 Expand Technical Expertise to Stop 
Discrimination. The federal 
government’s lead civil rights and 
consumer protection agencies should 

http://www.williamsandjensen.com/
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expand their technical expertise to be 
able to identify practices and outcomes 
facilitated by big data analytics that 
have a discriminatory impact on 
protected classes, and develop a plan 
for investigating and resolving 
violations of law. 

 Amend the Electronic 
Communications Privacy Act. 
Congress should amend ECPA to 
ensure the standard of protection for 
online, digital content is consistent with 
that afforded in the physical world—
including by removing archaic 
distinctions between email left unread 
or over a certain age. 

 
The President’s Council of Advisors on Science 
and Technology (PCAST) submitted to the 
President a companion report titled “Big Data 
and Privacy: A Technological Perspective.” The 
President had directed PCAST “to examine 
current and likely future capabilities of key 
technologies, both those associated with the 
collection, analysis, and use of big data and 
those that can help to preserve privacy.” 
PCAST stated that “[t]he ubiquity of 
computing and electronic communication 
technologies has led to the exponential growth 
of data from both digital and analog 
sources…[and] [n]ew technical abilities to 
gather, analyze, disseminate, and preserve vast 
quantities of data raise new concerns about the 
nature of privacy and the means by which 
individual privacy might be compromised or 
protected.” 
 
On the basis of its findings, PCAST offered the 
following recommendations: 
 Recommendation 1. Policy attention 

should focus more on the actual uses of 
big data and less on its collection and 
analysis. 

 Recommendation 2. Policies and 
regulation, at all levels of government, 
should not embed particular 
technological solutions, but rather 
should be stated in terms of intended 
outcomes. 

 Recommendation 3. With coordination 
and encouragement from OSTP, the 
Networking and Information 
Technology Research and 
Development (NITRD) agencies 
should strengthen U.S. research in 
privacy-related technologies and in the 
relevant areas of social science that 
inform the successful application of 
those technologies. 

 Recommendation 4. OSTP, together 
with the appropriate educational 
institutions and professional societies, 
should encourage increased education 
and training opportunities concerning 
privacy protection, including 
professional career paths. 

 Recommendation 5. The United States 
should take the lead both in the 
international arena and at home by 
adopting policies that stimulate the use 
of practical privacy-protecting 
technologies that exist today. This 
country can exhibit leadership both by 
its convening power (for instance, by 
promoting the creation and adoption of 
standards) and also by its own 
procurement practices (such as its own 
use of privacy-preserving cloud 
services). 

 
Upcoming Hearings and Events 
 
May 7 
Cybersecurity Investment: The Senate 
Committee on Appropriations will hold a 
hearing to discuss cybersecurity investment. 
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May 8 
IT Acquisition: The Senate Committee on 
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 
will hold a hearing to discuss critical factors for 
success in information technology acquisitions. 
 
Cyber Threats: The House Committee on 
Homeland Security will hold a hearing to 
discuss persistent and emerging cyber threats to 
the U.S. homeland. 
 
For more information on technology issues you may 
email or call Michael Kans at 202-659-8201.  
 
This Week in Congress was written by Laura 
Simmons.  
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